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Abstract. Landmarking is a recent and promising meta-learning strategy, which defines meta-features that are themselves efficient learning algorithms. However, the choice of landmarks is often made in an ad hoc manner. In this paper, we propose a new perspective and set of criteria for landmarks. Based on the new criteria, we propose a landmark generation algorithm, which generates a set of landmarks that are each subsets of the algorithms being landmarked. Our experiments show that the landmarks formed, when used with linear regression are able to estimate the accuracy of a set of candidate algorithms well, while only utilising a small fraction of the computational cost required to evaluate those candidate algorithms via ten-fold cross-validation.

1 Introduction

With the growing plethora of machine learning algorithms, and both theoretical [18] and empirical [12] results indicating that no single algorithm is generically superior, the issue of selecting an appropriate learning algorithm for a given dataset becomes increasingly important. Traditionally, the common practice is to evaluate all applicable (candidate) algorithms based on some form of hold-out testing (e.g. cross-validation and bootstrapping), and thereby determine which to use (e.g. [14]). However, such evaluation is typically computationally unviable due to the volume of available algorithms. To overcome this, various methods utilising past experience, or meta-knowledge [8], have been proposed. Typically referred to as meta-learning [8, 15], such solutions utilise experience on previous datasets (i.e. meta-knowledge) to learn hypotheses that characterise the domains of expertise of the candidate algorithms. Given the set of all possible datasets, these domains of expertise correspond to subsets in which certain algorithms are deemed to be superior to others.

As in standard machine learning, the success of meta-learning is greatly dependent upon the quality of the features chosen. Various strategies for defining these meta-features have been proposed [4, 10, 5, 12, 1, 9]. However, to date there is no consensus on how good meta-features should be chosen. Landmarking [13, 6, 7] is an alternative and promising approach that characterises datasets by directly measuring the performance of simple and fast learning algorithms, called landmarkers. The
main idea is that the performance of a learning algorithm on a dataset uncovers information about the nature of the dataset [2]. However, the selection of landmarks is typically done in an ad hoc fashion, with the landmarks generated focused on characterising the domains of expertise of an arbitrary set of algorithms.

In this paper, we reinterpret the role of landmarks, defining each as a function over a set of learning algorithms that characterises the domain of expertise of one specific learning algorithm. Essentially, given a set of candidate algorithms, we wish to generate a set of landmarks (i.e. for each candidate algorithm, we seek to find one corresponding landmark), such that each landmark: (1) is more efficient than its counterpart candidate algorithm1, and (2) corresponds to a domain of expertise that is similar or correlated to that of its associated candidate algorithm (i.e. the domains of expertise of the landmark and associated algorithm roughly overlap in the space of all possible datasets – henceforth labelled the expertise space). Via these new landmark criteria, we propose a new approach for landmarker generation, where the main idea is to use some subset of the candidate algorithms to landmark each of those candidate algorithms.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we redefine the role of landmarks and introduce the new criteria for landmarker selection. The subsequent section introduces a new method for landmarker generation based on the new criteria. Section 4 then describes and discusses the experiments, and corresponding results. The last section concludes the paper and suggests some paths for future work.

2 Establishing Good Meta-attributes: Landmarker Criteria

As is the case with any standard machine learning problem, the performance and success of meta-learning is greatly dependent upon the available inputs and the corresponding features used to describe of the problem. Thus, appropriate meta-features, or in our case, appropriate landmarks, must be found.

2.1 Redefining Landmarkers

In the literature [13, 6, 7], a landmark is typically associated with a single algorithm with low computational complexity. Landmarkers have thus far been employed much in the same manner as the prototypical meta-features; they simply serve as meta-features whose purpose is to help define an algorithm-generic expertise space, in which the domain of expertise of any candidate algorithm may be defined. This former definition of landmarks is exemplified in Figure 1 (annotated from [2]).

---

1 It may seem that by estimating one candidate algorithm via a set of learning algorithms, we are actually increasing computational complexity. However, as we will see from our proposed landmark generation algorithm in Section 3, we may limit the set of algorithms from which we construct our landmarkers, such that this set has less computational complexity than the set of candidate algorithms.
This figure denotes the space of all datasets $S$, where each rectangle denoted by a $p_{old}^i$ represents the domain of expertise of a landmarker (under the old definition – i.e. each $p_{old}^i$ corresponds to the domain of expertise of single algorithm), and each dotted ellipse $a_i$ represents the domain of expertise of a candidate algorithm. The general idea is that by noting which landmarker domains of expertise the dataset falls under, it would be possible to induce which candidate algorithm domains of expertise to which it belongs. For example, when a dataset falls within the domains of expertise of $p_{old}^3$ and $p_{old}^4$, we may infer that the dataset in question probably belongs to the domain of expertise of $a_2$. And correspondingly, when another dataset falls within the domains of expertise of $p_{old}^2$ or similarly, if it does not fall within the domains of expertise of the other $p_{old}^i$, then it is likely to belong to the domain of expertise of $a_1$.

![Figure 1](image)

Fig. 1. An example depicting the use of landmarks under the old definition

We introduce a new perception of landmarks that defines each landmarker to be:
1. A function over set of learning algorithms.
2. Specific to one candidate algorithm; i.e. the role of the specified landmarker is to characterise only one single algorithm’s domain of expertise.

For example, a landmarker for a boosted C4.5 decision tree algorithm could correspond to the accuracies of several learning algorithms such as a decision stump, a naive Bayes learner, etc. A counterpart of Figure 1, using our new perception of a landmark is depicted in Figure 4 of Section 2.2 (after further explanation of the criteria used to generate such landmarks).

This new perception additionally suggests that predicting the domain of expertise of each candidate algorithm should be treated as an isolated learning problem.

The characteristics associated with this new perception of landmarks (i.e. points 1 and 2 above), are important for two reasons. Firstly, recent empirical results have shown that different candidate algorithms require different characteristics to better predict their domains of expertise (i.e. each meta-feature can have varying significance depending on the candidate algorithm involved) [13, 10, 9]. And secondly, recent work has also shown empirically that estimating the individual predictive
accuracy of each candidate algorithm is better than attempting to learn an aggregated concept (e.g. best performing algorithm in the set) over the set of algorithms [11].

Intuitively, while one can consider an overall concept regarding the generic expertise space, this requires that the dataset characteristics be relevant in defining the domain of expertise of any algorithm. This meta-feature space would most likely be very complex, and thus difficult to define. Additionally, with this universal meta-feature paradigm, there is also a much higher probability of learning chance concepts.

### 2.2 New Landmarking Criteria

In previous landmarking work, two landmarker criteria have been defined: efficiency and bias diversity [13]. The rationale behind the efficiency criteria is obvious – we wish to incur less computational cost than directly evaluating the set of candidate algorithms. Conversely, the rationale behind bias diversity is more vague; the general idea behind bias diversity is to ensure that different landmarkers measure different dataset properties, at least implicitly [13]. This may be interpreted as a criterion that requires the domains of expertise of the landmarkers to be non-correlated.

While these criteria aid to restrict the search space of algorithms (i.e. potential landmarkers), their utility in terms of pinpointing or directing the search for viable landmarkers is questionable. Essentially, the efficiency and bias diversity criteria do not emphasise the selection of landmarkers that would map the domains of expertise of a specific set of candidate algorithms; they do not place any requirement on the relationship between the selected landmarkers and the set of candidate algorithms.

Consequently, it could be interpreted that these criteria seek to find a set of landmarkers that is able to characterise the space of all datasets well enough so that the domain of expertise of any algorithm (i.e. a generic domain of expertise) may be defined. However, these criteria do not ensure the generation of a set of landmarkers that characterises the right dataset features such that there is sufficient generality required to locate the domains of expertise of the given set of candidate algorithms. For example, although the landmarkers depicted in Figure 2 have uncorrelated domains of expertise, they cannot distinguish between the domains of expertise of the five algorithms. This is because the landmarkers do not relate to the algorithms they are meant to characterise. Thus, what landmarker criteria should we then use?

In meta-learning, we are primarily interested in the performance measurements of the algorithms available to us. Thus, to meta-learn, we must map the landmarker measurements to the performance measurement of the candidate algorithm whose domain of expertise we are attempting to learn. This implies that the landmarker for a candidate algorithm should output measurements that are indicative of the performance measurements on that candidate algorithm. More specifically, in order to pick a landmarker for some algorithm, we should ensure that the measurements output by the landmarker are associated or correlated to the performance the candi-

---

2 Essentially, all the meta-target types are functions of the performance measurements over the candidate algorithms.
Two algorithms whose domains of expertise are overlapping will be closer to each other in a space of all domains of expertise. Conceptually, the distance between two algorithms $a$ and $l$ can be regarded as $\|a - l\|$. Also, we may express $\|a - l\|^2$ as $\|a\|^2 + \|l\|^2 - 2\,a\cdot l$. Thus, if $a$ is close to $l$, this implies that $\|a - l\|^2$ is small, and thus that $a\cdot l$ is relatively large. This pertains to the correlativity criterion we use to check if a landmarker (e.g. $l$) is representative of some candidate algorithm (e.g. $a$). However, in order to operationalise $a\cdot l$, we must move into the space of datasets, as depicted in Figure 3. Thus, we measure correlativity based on $r$ [16] as:

$$r = a \cdot l = \cos \theta(a,l) = \frac{a\cdot l}{\|a\|\|l\|} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}a_i l_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}a_i^2 \sum_{i=1}^{n}l_i^2}}$$

(1)

**Fig. 2.** A scenario in which the bias diversity criteria would fail to map the domains of expertise of the given set of candidate algorithms

It should also not be forgotten that while attempting to derive landmarkers whose measurements are correlated to the cross-validation measurements, the computational cost of running the landmarkers should not exceed the computational cost of performing cross-validation – otherwise there would be no benefit over using cross-validation! Thus, we define the following criteria for landmarkers:

- **Correlativity** – each landmarker should as closely as possible resemble their complex algorithm counterpart; fluctuations in the landmarker performance measurements (e.g. accuracy) should correlate to fluctuations in the same performance measurements of its counterpart algorithm.

- **Efficiency** – the computational cost of running the set of landmarkers should be less (and preferably significantly less) than the computational cost of running all algorithms.

Figure 4 illustrates our new perception of landmarkers in relation to the new criteria. Here, each $l_i$ corresponds to the domain of expertise of the new form of landmarker proposed by us (i.e. a close approximation of the domain of expertise of the candidate algorithm being landmarked). Essentially, by ensuring that a landmarker (i.e. a function over the domains of expertise of several algorithms) correlates to the
domain of the candidate algorithm in question, we are able to ensure (or at least quantify) the relevance of the meta-features provided by the landmarkers.

\[ \text{Dependent Variable} \]

\[ \text{Vector of Accuracies } A \]

\[ \text{Matrix of Accuracies } L \]

\[ \text{Independent Variable(s)} \]

[Note that \( r \) = Pearson’s correlation coefficient]

Fig. 3. An example depicting of how \( aL \) may be operationalised

Fig. 4. A scenario illustrating the domains of expertise corresponding to the new version of landmarkers under the new criteria

3 The Proposed Landmarker Generation Approach

A description of the proposed landmarker generation algorithm is given in Figure 5. The general idea of the proposed landmarker generation algorithm is to use a subset of the available algorithms as a landmarker for each of these algorithms. More specifically, given a set of candidate algorithms \( A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \), we seek to select a set of landmarkers \( L' = \{l'_1, \ldots, l'_n\} \), where each \( l'_i \) is the landmarker selected for the
algorithm $a_i$, $L'_i \subset A$, and the union of all $L'_i \in L'$ (written as $\text{union}(L')$) is a (proper) subset of A. For example, given $A = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4\}$, a possible set of selected land-markers is $L' = \{L'_1, L'_2, L'_3, L'_4\}$, where $L'_1 = \{a_1\}$, $L'_2 = \{a_2\}$, $L'_3 = \{a_1, a_2\}$, $L'_4 = \{a_2\}$.

![Pseudo code for the proposed landmarker generation algorithm](image)

Fig. 5. Pseudo code for the proposed landmarker generation algorithm.

To choose between the various potential landmarkers, we select the landmarker with the highest combined correlation and efficiency gain. More specifically, for each potential landmark marker $L_k$, we find $\hat{r}^2(L_k) + ((\text{eff}(A) - \text{eff}(L_k)) / \text{eff}(A))$. $\hat{r}^2(L_k)$ is the mean coefficient of determination obtained over each $a_j - L_k$ pairing (i.e. given the independent(s) $L_k$ several linear regression functions can be formed, each with $L_k$ paired with a dependent $a_j \in A$). $\text{eff}(L_k)$ and $\text{eff}(A)$ are the mean computational cost of running $L_k$ and $A$ (i.e. the time taken for training and testing) observed over the train-
This landmarker generation algorithm assumes:

- Several of the algorithms will have similar domains of expertise, and thus, not all have to be used.
- If a candidate algorithm has a very dissimilar domain of expertise (as compared to the other algorithms), that domain of expertise can be correlated to the conjunction of several others.

4 Experiments, Results and Analysis

For our experiments we utilise 10 classification learning algorithms from WEKA [17] (i.e. naïve Bayes, k-nearest neighbour (with k = 1 and 7), support vector machine, decision stump, J4.8 (a WEKA implementation of C4.5), random forest, decision table, Ripper, and ZeroR) and 34 classification datasets randomly chosen from the UCI repository [3]. To evaluate the accuracy of each candidate algorithm on each dataset, stratified ten-fold cross-validation was employed. The effectiveness of the proposed landmarker generation algorithm is evaluated using the leave-one-out cross-validation approach. This corresponds to n-fold cross-validation, where n is the number of instances, which in our case is 34, each pertaining to one UCI dataset.

For each fold we use 33 of the datasets to generate landmarkers as described in Section 3. The resultant set of landmarkers indicates which algorithms must be evaluated and which will be estimated (i.e. the algorithms in union(L’), and the remaining A \ union(L’) respectively). On the dataset left out, we first run the algorithms that must be evaluated and then use their accuracy results to estimate the performance of the other algorithms using the regression functions computed during landmarker generation.

The version of the algorithm described in Section 3 will attempt to find a set of landmarkers L’ such that |union(L’)| < |A|. We have modified the algorithm so that the maximum number of candidate algorithms used by a chosen set of landmarkers (i.e. |union(L’)|), the landmarker set size of L’ may be defined by the user. In our experiments we generate and test all 9 possible landmarker sets sizes (9 ≥ |union(L’)| ≥ 1, given that the number of available algorithms is 10).

This leaves us with 9 sets of accuracy estimates for each of the candidate algorithms over each of the UCI datasets. Three evaluations are performed over the accuracy estimates:

- Efficiency gained (EG): for each held-out dataset and landmarker set size, we compute the percentage of computation saved by employing the landmarker. This saving is the portion of the computational time incurred by conducting ten-fold cross-validation over all the candidate algorithms that is saved by instead running only the algorithms associated with the landmarker in question. For each landmarker set size, we report the mean EG recorded over all datasets.
Rank order correlation ($r_s$): for each held-out dataset and landmarker set size, we utilise the Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient $r_s$, to determine the correlation between: (i) the rank order of the accuracies estimated via the landmarkers and regression, and (ii) the rank order of the accuracies evaluated via ten-fold cross-validation. For each landmarker set size, we report the mean $r_s$ recorded over all datasets.

Algorithm-pair ordering (AP): for each dataset and landmarker set size, we compare the order of each pair of algorithms (e.g. if $\text{acc}(a_i) > \text{acc}(a_2)$) based on the estimated (via the landmarkers and regression) and evaluated accuracies (via ten-fold cross-validation). For each landmarker set size, we report the mean (across all datasets) of the percentage of pairings in which the order is predicted correctly. Note that there are $10^2=45$ algorithms pairings with 10 algorithms. However, one notices that when all 10 algorithms are employed by the set of landmarkers, no landmarks are required, and we are simply performing ten-fold cross-validation. Accordingly, for a landmarker set size of $x$, those $x$ algorithms are evaluated, not estimated. Thus, $^4C_2$ algorithm pairs will correspond to the ordering that is found via ten-fold cross-validation. We denote this as assured AP, which is the accuracy associated with pairings that are guaranteed to be correct.

| No. Algorithms, $|\text{union}(L')|$ | Mean $\text{EG}$ | Mean $r_s$ | Mean AP | Assured AP | Mean $r^2$ |
|--------------------------------------|------------------|------------|---------|------------|----------|
| 1                                    | 97.5             | 0.52       | 70.7    | 0.0        | 0.63     |
| 2                                    | 97.1             | 0.59       | 73.8    | 2.2        | 0.81     |
| 3                                    | 97.0             | 0.69       | 78.4    | 6.7        | 0.87     |
| 4                                    | 88.9             | 0.71       | 79.7    | 13.3       | 0.88     |
| 5                                    | 82.7             | 0.76       | 82.8    | 22.2       | 0.89     |
| 6                                    | 82.1             | 0.83       | 86.7    | 33.3       | 0.91     |
| 7                                    | 67.5             | 0.87       | 89.4    | 46.7       | 0.92     |
| 8                                    | 54.2             | 0.91       | 92.4    | 62.2       | 0.92     |
| 9                                    | 9.2              | 0.93       | 94.8    | 80.0       | 0.93     |
| 10*                                  | 0.0              | 1.00       | 100.0   | 100.0      | NA       |

* This corresponds to 10-fold cross-validation, which we are comparing against.

Table 1 presents the results from our experiments. It shows the mean $\text{EG}$, the ranking order correlation (mean $r_s$), the mean accuracy over algorithm-pair orderings (mean AP), the percentage of algorithm-pair orderings guaranteed to be correct (assured AP), and the mean $r^2$. Each $i$-th row of the table presents the results of the landmarker set(s) of size $i$ from each fold. The results show that the landmarks generated, when used with the linear regression models, are very encouraging. Even when only utilising a single candidate algorithm (i.e. $|\text{union}(L')|=1$), the chosen set of landmarks is still able to produce a reasonable result (i.e. mean $r_s=0.54$, mean
The efficiency gained is also substantial (i.e. mean $EG = 92.9$, this means the landmark only incurred 7.1% of the computational cost that is observed with ten-fold cross-validation on all ten candidate algorithms!). As expected, when we allow the generation algorithm to utilise larger sets of candidate algorithms as landmarks (i.e. as we allow larger $\text{union}(L')$), the $r^2$, $r_s$, and $AP$ all increase, and the efficiency gained decreases, with all the values approaching the ten-fold cross-validation result.

It should be noted that the computational costs of the algorithms used vary quite drastically. In fact, from Table 1, the large dip in the mean $EG$ of the landmarks utilised when going from 8 to 9 algorithms is primarily caused by the use of the SVM algorithm, which is significantly more computationally expensive as compared to the other candidate algorithms. However, as our results indicate, the landmark generation algorithm selects algorithms with higher correlation and lower computational costs, before attempting to utilise the ones with similar levels of correlation, but higher computational costs.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have provided a new definition of landmarkers, specifying each to be: (i) a function over a set of learning algorithms, (ii) that is focused on characterising the domain of expertise of one candidate algorithm. Correspondingly, we have identified new criteria for the generation of landmarkers, in that each should be: (i) efficient, and (ii) correlated as compared with its associated algorithm. Based on these criteria, we have proposed a simple landmark generation algorithm that considers subset combinations of the set of candidate algorithms as landmarkers. The experimental results show that even when the number of algorithms employed by the set of landmarkers is small (and thereby, the gain in efficiency is large – up to a 92.9% saving over the cost of running the entire set of candidate algorithms), the lowest rank order correlation is 0.54, which is a very promising result. Furthermore, as the number of algorithms used by the set of landmarkers increases, the accuracy of the performance estimations approaches that of ten-fold cross-validation, even though the gain in efficiency mostly sustained. These results also suggest that the heuristic employed for the landmark selection (see Section 3) is a viable one. As future work, we would like to: (i) explore a wider variety of potential landmarkers, (ii) explore the use of different heuristics, (iii) conduct more extensive experimentation, and (iv) ground this approach in a theoretical framework.
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